
*Footnote: 

Please read the important footnote about the phrase “Assault Rifle” on the following 

pages. 
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*Footnote continued … 

 
Why Are AR-15’s “Assault Rifles” For Citizens and 
“Personal Defense Weapons” For The Government? 

Just to clarify, the term “Assault Rifles” and “Assault 

Weapons” are simply words the anti-gun government 

and media like to throw around in order to garner 

support for their gun control schemes. 

Here is the true definition of an “Assault Rifle” from 

the Webster Dictionary (emphasis mine): 

“Military firearm that is chambered for 

ammunition of reduced size or propellant 

charge and has the capacity to switch 

between semiautomatic and fully 

automatic fire.” 

In case you are unaware, the popular, civilian AR-15 

which you will read about in this guide is NOT an 

assault rifle because it does not have the capacity to 

switch to fully automatic fire. It is simply a semi-

automatic rifle which fires one shot every time the 

trigger is pulled. 

But that doesn’t stop the gun-grabbers from throwing 

that term around all over the news. Why? Because 

the public at large is ignorant and if you repeat lies 

enough times most people start to believe it – They’re 

literally trying to brainwash the American public into 

becoming more “Anti-gun” and to believe the lie that 

only the government should have guns! 

The Department of Homeland Security filed a 

purchase bid in June 2012 titled "Personal Defense 

Weapons Solicitation".  It is combined bid for 

5.56x45mm NATO ammunition and "select-fire 

firearm suitable for personal defense." 

Notice the use of the phrase “Personal Defense 

Weapons” to describe the full-auto rifles being 

purchased by DHS! 

Apparently, when YOU hold an AR-15 (semi-

automatic at that!), it’s an “assault rifle.” But if you 

put that same rifle in the hands of the government (or 

give them full-auto ones)—it magically transforms 

itself into a “personal defense weapon.”! 

The request for bid actually says: 

“DHS and its components have a requirement 

for a 5.56x45mm NATO, select-fire firearm 

suitable for personal defense use in close 

quarters and / or when maximum concealment 

is required.” 

Now, I won’t even get into the fact that the 

Department of Homeland Security is only authorized 

to work within the Nation’s borders (so who do you 

think they plan to use these weapons on?) … 

I won’t even mention that this is in addition to the 1.6 

BILLION rounds of ammunition the U.S. 

Government has already stockpiled (that was 

discovered in 2012 as well) … All I’m saying is … 

You Are Reading This At The Right Time 

Because You Need This Information In 

Your Hands NOW More Than Ever! 

In the words of Ron Paul: “Anything the government 

assumes they have a right to do to us, we should 

assume we have a right to do that to them”. 

I can’t think of a more Patriotic position than this – 

and I’m urging you to read this guide immediately 

and get started exercising your second amendment 

rights (rights the government is increasingly trying to 

deprive you of while keep for themselves!). 
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form whatsoever, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, 
recording, or by any informational storage or retrieval system without express 

written, dated and signed permission from the author.  
 

DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES:  

The information presented herein represents the view of the author as of the date 
of publication. Because of the rate with which conditions change, the author 
reserves the right to alter and update his opinion based on the new conditions. The 

report is for informational purposes only. While every attempt has been made to 
verify the information provided in this report, neither the author nor his 

affiliates/partners assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions. 
Any slights of people or organizations are unintentional. If advice concerning legal 
or related matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified professional should be 

sought. This report is not intended for use as a source of legal advice. You should 
be aware of any laws which govern the topics discussed herein in your city, country 

and state. Any reference to any person or business whether living or dead is purely 
coincidental. 
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INTRO 

Welcome fellow Patriot!  

I’m extremely excited to introduce you to an exciting new opportunity to exercise your 

God given rights of self defense … and … your Second Amendment rights to firearms by 

showing you how to get your own AR-15! 

This powerful guide will show you how to get an AR-15 completely “off the books” so 

that Big Brother keeps its eyes off your business! 

Important Note About Laws: 

This guide is for purely informational purposes only. I am not responsible for anything 

you do with this information. It is provided “as is”. By reading this guide you agree to 

these terms. 

Additionally, I am NOT a lawyer and in no way am I qualified to tell you what is legal 

Federally or on a state level as it pertains to you. 

I am simply telling you “what I have heard” about the legality of all things I write about 

in this book and I’m exercising my First Amendment rights. 

You are fully responsible to know the laws Federally and Locally as they pertain to you. 

Here are some links about building your own gun pertaining to federal laws. If you are 

unsure about anything I encourage you to do your own research before attempting 

anything in this guide. 

http://www.atf.gov/firearms/faq/general.html#gca-manufacturing 

http://www.atf.gov/files/publications/download/p/atf-p-5300-4.pdf 

http://www.atf.gov/firearms/faq/firearms-technology.html#commercial-parts-assembly 

Now that the Lawyers are satisfied, let’s get into it! 

  

http://www.atf.gov/firearms/faq/general.html#gca-manufacturing
http://www.atf.gov/files/publications/download/p/atf-p-5300-4.pdf
http://www.atf.gov/firearms/faq/firearms-technology.html#commercial-parts-assembly
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WHAT IS AN AR-15? 

From Wikipedia: 

“The AR-15 is a lightweight, 
5.56 mm, magazine-fed, semi-
automatic rifle, with a rotating-
lock bolt, actuated by direct 
impingement gas operation or 
long/short stroke piston 
operation. It is manufactured 
with the extensive use of 
aluminum alloys and synthetic 
materials. 

The AR-15 was first built by 
ArmaLite as a selective fire rifle 
for the United States armed 
forces. Because of financial 
problems, ArmaLite sold the 
AR-15 design to Colt. The 
select-fire AR-15 entered the US military system as the M16 rifle. Colt 
then marketed the Colt AR-15 as a semi-automatic version of the M16 rifle 
for civilian sales in 1963.[8] Although the name "AR-15" remains a Colt 
registered trademark, variants of the firearm are independently made, 
modified and sold under various names by multiple manufacturers.” 

That covers the basics, now here are some more interesting facts from Wikipedia: 

“Some notable features of the AR-15 include: 

 Aircraft grade forged 7075-T6 aluminum receiver is lightweight, highly 
corrosion-resistant, and machinable. 

 Modular design allows the use of numerous accessories such as after 
market sights, vertical forward grips, lighting systems, night vision 
devices, laser targeting devices, muzzle brakes/flash hiders, sound 
suppressors, bipods, etc., and makes repair easier 

 Straight-line stock design eliminates the fulcrum created by traditional 
bent stocks, reducing muzzle climb. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ArmaLite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selective_fire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rifle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_armed_forces
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_armed_forces
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colt%27s_Manufacturing_Company
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M16_rifle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semi-automatic_rifle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AR-15#cite_note-8
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receiver_%28firearms%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertical_forward_grip
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Night_vision_device
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Night_vision_device
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muzzle_brake
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flash_hider
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suppressor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bipod
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 Small caliber, accurate, light weight, high velocity round 
(.223/5.56x45mm) 

 Easily adapted to fire numerous other rounds 
 Front sight adjustable for elevation 
 Rear sight adjustable for windage (most models) and elevation (some 

models) 
 Wide array of optical aiming devices available in addition to or as 

replacements of iron sights 
 Direct impingement gas system (as designed) with short or long stroke 

gas piston, or direct blowback operating systems available 
 Synthetic pistol grip and butt stock that do not swell or splinter in 

adverse conditions (regulated in some states) 
 Various magazine capacity, ranging from 10 to 30-round or more 
 Ergonomic design that makes the charging handle, selector switch 

(safety), magazine release, and bolt catch assembly easy to access. 
 4 MOA Accuracy as a MILSPEC standard 

Also, the AR-15 is EXTREMELY popular! Wikipedia again  

(emphasis mine): 

“As of 2012, there are an estimated 2.5-3.7 million rifles from the AR-
15 family in civilian use in the United States.[28] The rifles are favored 
for target shooting, hunting, and personal protection.[29]” 

What makes The AR-15 so popular? 

There are a couple of different reasons why the AR-15 is so popular.  

Many people want to own the same style weapon as used by our Armed Forces – it’s a 

proven design for whatever you may want to do with it (Hunt, shoot, shooting 

competitions, home defense, etc). 

It’s also extremely versatile! Wikipedia explains (emphasis mine): 

“The AR-15 upper receiver assembly is considered a part, and may be 
purchased and mail-ordered in most locations. This is a desirable feature 
for enthusiasts, who can purchase a number of upper receivers (often 
in different calibers and barrel lengths) and interchange them with the 
same lower receiver.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caliber
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_impingement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blowback_%28firearms%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AR-15#Legal_status_in_the_United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AR-15#cite_note-28
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AR-15#cite_note-29
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That means you could have just ONE true AR-15 – the lower receiver or the part 

considered the “gun” and multiple uppers for multiple different calibers if you so desired.  

Just something to keep in mind. In fact, Below is a near complete list of calibers that the 

AR-15 platform will support (most on this list require custom gunsmithing) 

 

.17/223 

.20 Tactical  

.20 Practical 

.20 Vartag 

.204 Ruger (complete upper available) 

.221 Fireball  

.222 Remington  

.222 Remington Magnum  

.223 Remington (5.56x45mm) (complete upper available) 

.223 Remington Ackley Improved  

6x45mm 

6mm TCU  

6x47mm 

6mm Whisper  

.25x45mm 

6.5mm Whisper  

7mm Whisper  

7mm TCU  

.300 Whisper (.300/221, .300 Fireball (complete upper available))  

.300 Blackout (complete upper available) 

.338 Whisper 

.338 lapua (complete upper, bolt action only available) 

 

AR-15, with bolt modification  

.223 WSSM (complete upper available) 

.243 WSSM (complete upper available) 

.25 WSSM (complete upper available) 

5.45x39mm (.21 Genghis) (complete upper available) 

6mm PPC  

6mm WOA 

6mm BR Remington  

6mm Hagar 
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6.5mm PPC  

6.5 WSSM 

6.5 WOA 

6.5mm Grendel (complete upper available) 

6.8x43mm SPC (complete upper available) 

.30 Herrett Rimless Tactical (6.8x43mm case trimmed to 41mm and necked up to .308; 

the 6.8mm version of the .300 Whisper) 

.30AR remington (complete upper available) 

7.62x25 

7.62x39mm (complete upper available, though known for feed issues…be wary) 

.30 RAR  

.300 OSSM 

.357 Auto  

.35 Gremlin (necked up 6.5 Grendel to 358)  

.358 WSSM (various names, but all are some form of a WSSM necked up to 35 caliber, 

some are shortened to make them big game legal in Indiana)  

.458 SOCOM (complete upper available) 

.450 bushmaster (complete upper available) 

.50 Action Express  

.50 Beowulf (complete upper available) 

.410 (complete upper available) 

50bmg (complete upper, bolt- action only available) 

AR-15 using a simple blowback operation using complete upper 

replacement 

.17 HMR  

.22 LR conversion (requires only new bolt and mag for the .223/5.56 chamber) 

.22 LR (complete upper available) 

.22 WMR  

9x19mm (complete upper available) 

9x21 

9x23 

30 Carbine 

357 Sig 

40S&W (complete upper available) 

400 Cor-Bon 

41 Action Express 

10mm Auto (complete upper available) 
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45 GAP 

45ACP (complete upper available) 

45 Super  

45 Win Mag 

FN 5.7 (complete upper available) 

Tac-15 crossbow (complete upper 

available)   yes, seriously – look at the 

picture to the side  

Why would you want an AR-15? 

For most Patriots, the answer for wanting an AR-15 is “because I want one!” and that’s 

just fine by me. It’s why I want one. 

But also, if you’re a hunter – the AR-15 platform is a great starting point for a reliable, 

good-looking hunting rifle. 

If you want to get involved in competitive shooting – the AR-15 platform is super 

popular in 3-gun matches and the like … 

If you want a great Home Defense Carbine – the AR-15 is a wonderful choice. And YES, 

the 30-round magazines are quite useful for this purpose—as you don’t want to run out of 

ammo if you have to defend yourself! 

And finally, if you just like the act of shooting (like me!) then the AR-15 is hard to beat! 

You can put a lot of lead down range in a short time – and that’ always a good time  

Why do anti-gun people hate them and try to outlaw them? 

The gun grabbers would LOVE to see AR-15’s taken out of the hands of responsible, law 

abiding citizens like you and I.  

But why? 

Well, I suspect the sad truth of the matter is that there is an agenda to slowly disarm the 

American Population to make way for a future tyrannical government. These types of 

things don’t happen all at once – so the game plan seems to be “one step at a time”. 
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Because the AR-15 platform looks “Scary” and much like a real military weapon – it is 

easy for the media to spread misinformation about it.  

They even came up with the phrase “assault weapon” to describe it! When the real 

definition of an “assault rifle” is a machine gun (a rifle capable of “Select fire” like our 

troops use!) 

Why would you want to get an AR-15 that can’t be traced to you? 

Simply because the future doesn’t look good for us AR-15 lovers. At every turn, and at 

every opportunity – the gun grabbers in politics seek to use every power they have to pass 

laws to get these guns outlawed. 

They succeeded with the first Assault Weapon Ban (AWB). From Wikipedia: 

“There are no federal restrictions on the ownership of AR-15 rifles in the 
United States. During the period 1994–2004 variants with certain features 
such as collapsible stocks, flash suppressors, and bayonet lugs were 
prohibited for sales to civilians by the Violent Crime Control and Law 
Enforcement Act of 1994, with the included Assault Weapons Ban. 
Included in this was a restriction on the pistol grip that protrudes beneath 
the stock, which was considered an accessory feature under the ban and 
was subject to restrictions. Some rifles were manufactured with a grip not 
described under the Ban installed in its place. Those AR-15s that were 
manufactured with those features, as well as the accompanying full 
capacity magazines, were stamped "Restricted Military/Government/Law 
Enforcement/Export Only". The restrictions only applied to guns 
manufactured after the ban took effect. It was legal to own, sell, or buy any 
gun built before 1994. Hundreds of thousands of pre-ban ARs were sold 
during the ban as well as new guns redesigned to be legal. 

Since the expiration of the Federal AWB in September 2004,[22] these 
features became legal in most states.[23] Since the expiration of the ban the 
manufacture and sale of then-restricted rifles has resumed completely. 

At least two states regulate possession of AR-15 rifles either by the 
restriction of certain features or outright bans of certain manufacturers' 
models.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flash_suppressor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violent_Crime_Control_and_Law_Enforcement_Act
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violent_Crime_Control_and_Law_Enforcement_Act
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Assault_Weapons_Ban
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pistol_grip
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AR-15#cite_note-22
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AR-15#cite_note-23
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In some super left states – they’ve already banned them AGAIN! Look no further than 

California or New York to see some of the most draconian gun laws in existence … 

… The same gun laws that put innocent, law abiding civilians in danger because they 

ensure that the only people with these so called “assault weapons” are the criminals! 

With all this in mind, to protect yourself, you might want to get an AR-15 with no way to 

trace it back to you.  

That’s what this short – yet extremely powerful guide will teach you! 
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HOW DO YOU GET AN AR-15 WITH NO WAY TO 
TRACE IT TO YOU? 

First, when we are talking about the AR-15 we have to know what we are talking about. 

An AR15 is basically comprised of four main parts: lower receiver, upper receiver, 

barrel assembly, and stock. As defined by the BATF, because many weapons these 

days have modular barrels and other parts, the part or assembly that contains the trigger is 

the registerable part, or basically the firearm itself. In the case of the AR15 this is the 

part called the "lower".  

This is the actual “Gun” according to Federal Laws – it’s called the receiver (shown here 

with a pistol grip and buttstock already attached): 
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Now, it’s this small part – the lower receiver that’s considered the actual “gun” by US 

Law. 

 First, let’s make sure we cover some definitions: 

Stripped Lower Receiver: 

The image to the right is called a 

“Stripped Lower” – that’s because it 

is stripped of the fire control group, 

there’s no grip, no buttstock and in 

this case there is no trigger guard: 

Yet, this unassuming piece of 

aluminum is considered the firearm 

by U.S. law – and as you can see it 

has a serial number engraved on it. 

That is so it is traceable. Stripped 

receivers are usually the cheapest 

way to build an AR through 

conventional means. And if you can 

get one in a private sale – with no 

paper work – that might be a way to 

go for you. 

Complete Lower Receiver: 

This is what’s called a complete 

lower because it’s the stripped lower 

you just saw – but has been 

completed with the Fire Control 

Group (FCG). The buttstock and the 

pistol grip. 

From here, it’s very simple to finish 

your rifle – just slap on an upper 

receiver and you’re good to go!  

Again, if you can obtain one of these 
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through a good private sale or through inheritance – then it might be a good way to get 

your rifle without anyone knowing about it. 

From this point, you can see how easy it is to complete the rifle – you just pop the upper 

receiver on with the barrel, pop a mag in there and you’re good to go! 

But How Can You Guarantee You Get An AR-15 Lower With No Way 

To Trace It? 

The answer is something that I think all of us Patriotic, DIY, red-blooded Americans 

would love … You build it from scratch!  
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WHY IT’S EASY TO BUILD AN AR-15 

Luckily for us DIY people, who want nothing more than complete and total privacy and 

the satisfaction that our AR-15 will be “off the books” forever – building your own AR-

15 from scratch is not as hard as it sounds! 

The AR-15 is so popular so there is PLENTY of information out there on how to 

complete your firearm.  

And here’s the key thing to remember: the lower receiver is the important part. You only 

need to find a way to get this one single part without any paperwork because it’s the 

actual “firearm”—the rest of the rifle is just “parts”. 

The rest of the rifle you can already buy and build from parts that are completely legal to 

own “off the books” and without background checks and there are no serial numbers on 

any other parts.  

And that’s another good point too:  

The “after market” support is HUGE for this platform which means there are plenty of 

parts! 

You can choose to build your AR-15 in whatever caliber you may desire – but I suggest 

simply starting with the standard 5.56 because it’s the “basic” build. 

So what is the secret to building an un-traceable lower receiver yourself? 

Let’s review … An AR15 is basically comprised of four main parts:  

1. lower receiver,  

2. upper receiver,  

3. barrel assembly,  

4. and stock.  

… As defined by the BATF, because many weapons these days have modular barrels and 

other parts, the part or assembly that contains the trigger is the registerable part, or 

basically the firearm itself.  
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In the case of the AR15 this is the part called the "lower". 

 

Furthermore, according to the BATF, if the firearm (the lower receiver) is at least 20% 

incomplete, and the trigger cannot be installed, it is not, by definition, a firearm—it is a 

hunk of metal.  

Basically an individual could legally whittle a firearm out of a block of metal and 

produce a legal firearm assuming it doesn't violate any other BATF specs such as rate of 

fire, etc.  

The only condition is that this home-built weapon is not to be manufactured to be sold 

(otherwise you would then be considered a firearm maker and you would be in for a TON 

of red tape and licensing and other considerations because you’re now a company like 

“Colt” who is a “firearm manufacturer”!) 

Now, some people HAVE done this! 

If you are a CNC machinist – and you have access to the HUGE machines that are super 

expensive – and plenty of blocks of aircraft grade aluminum -- then more power to ya!  

Simply go grab yourself a chunk of aluminum, download some CAD drawings and get to 

work! You will have a simple time making your own stripped receiver  

For the rest of us though, without machining knowledge or the access or money to make 

our own from these machines … 

What’s The Solution For The DIY Patriot? 

Enter the 80% lower  
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WHAT IS AN 80% LOWER & WHERE CAN YOU GET 
IT? 

With this ruling by the ATF in mind, several manufacturers sell AR15 lower receivers 

that are called 80% because they meet the no-trigger rule, and the ATF actually evaluates 

their respective designs, granting them the ability to legally sell these incomplete parts. 

Just like the name sounds, they are about “80% complete” on the way to becoming a 

firearm (or “true” stripped receiver). 

That means you have to finish the “Final 20%” to make them into a stripped receiver – 

which is capable of having the lower parts kit installed in it (the trigger, etc that makes it 

function!) 

Here is a picture of an 80% lower: 

 

As you can see, the magazine well has been drilled out already – but the holes for the 

trigger and firing components, and other important holes have not been drilled out – those 

are the final 20% of tooling you will have to complete 

before it is ready to use! 

Here’s a top view of an 80% receiver on the left– you can 

see that next to the magazine well is milled out and 

completed.  

But the fire control “pocket” where the “lower parts kit” 

goes (in simple terms: “all the stuff like the trigger and 

hammer that make the gun work”) needs to be drilled out. 
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And also the hole for the trigger needs to be drilled out too 

NOTE: you can buy lowers in a state that is before 80% -- such as 0% (block of 

aluminum), or 35% (where the magazine well isn’t even milled out), but the simplest and 

most cost-effective way for the DIY Patriot is the 80% lower in my opinion, so that’s 

what this guide focuses on. 

Where to get an 80% Lower 

You can simply Google “80% lower for sale” but there are some sites that have always 

been recommended by gun builders online.  

Here are two that come highly recommended: http://www.diyguns.us/ or 

https://hlfmanufacturing.com/ produce nice 80% lowers. 

If at the time you read this – due to new pending regulations or panic buying or for 

whatever reason, the websites above are back-ordered you can always look for local 

sellers in your area OR visit the internet on sites like gunbroker.com. 

For example, here is a search for 80% lowers on gunbroker.com: 

http://www.diyguns.us/
https://hlfmanufacturing.com/
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Most likely, you will be able to find a private seller there who you can buy them if the 

above sites are back-ordered or out of stock.  

Now you could use trial and error and download blueprints from the internet and use that 

method to figure out how to drill your lower to complete it … but … it’s much easier to 

use a JIG. 

Where to Get A “Jig” to complete Your Lower 

The one I would recommend is from  http://www.cncguns.com/tooling.html or from 

http://www.tacticalmachining.com/80-ar-15-jig.html -- they are both good quality jigs 

that will help you complete your lower and have good reviews by gun builders online. 

Again, if you can’t find it from the above sources you might be able to find a Jig by 

searching on the above auction sites like you did for an 80% lower. 

Now what to do once you GET your 80% lower?  

http://www.cncguns.com/tooling.html
http://www.tacticalmachining.com/80-ar-15-jig.html
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HOW TO FINISH AN 80% LOWER 

Now, there are a lot of ways to finish your lower. If you have access to CNC machines 

and you have experience there then that might be a way to go. 

But for the DIY patriot like us – we can complete this rifle in our garage with little more 

than a drill and a drill press, some other simple tools, and some good old red-blooded 

American Elbow Grease! 

What’s more: because you can buy a jig to help you out – you don’t have to be a whiz 

with measuring for where to drill. It’s mostly done for you and pretty easy to use.  

If you’re into measuring/blueprints and the like – then feel free to search online for some 

blueprints and measurements and if you trust your skills enough you could make this 

work without a jig. For most of us though—I say use the jig! 

In fact, depending on where you buy your Jig – it will probably come with an instruction 

guide and show you how to use it.  

In the meantime, I will show you the basic process for finishing your 80% lower and 

making it into the base of your new AR-15! 

The Simple method to finish your 80% receiver using a drill press: 

Now, if you already have a mill, then finishing your 80% lower will be easier. However, 

for most of us the price of a mill or availability of one is not really an option. That’s why 

you can get this done with a simple & inexpensive drill press that  

1.) Most people either have access to or  

2.) You can buy cheaply. 

The thing is: a drill press is meant to drill vertically, not mill (or “cut) horizontally – so 

you need to be careful. You have to make sure your chucks and bits are extra secure and 

keep an eye on them—they can easily be loosened and come off if you put too much 

horizontal pressure on them.  
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Please follow all normal safety precautions that a smart person would follow while using 

power tools and cutting/drilling equipment. The main thing is to take your time and don’t 

try to rush. 

Tools required: 

 Drill Press 

 3/8” drill bit 

 1/8” drill bit 

 ½” drill bit 

 7/16” drill bit 

 Drill stops 

 3/8” endmill (see note below on drilling jig) 

 Calipers for measuring 

 Your 80% Receiver  

 AR-15 Drilling Jig from CNC guns along with: 

o Milling adapter kit 

o Trigger Slot Milling Adapter Kit 

o My jig already came with the 3/8" carbide endmill along with the endmill 

for the trigger hole! 

NOTE ABSOLUTELY NEEDED BUT VERY HELPFUL: 

 Milling Vice (really helps hold your jig and lower while you mill) 

 all the bits are new 

On the next few pages are some diagrams that will help  you out. These are from 

CNCguns.com -- the place where you will buy your JIG: 
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Step 1: Mount Jig on Receiver 

 

The Jig from CNCGuns.com makes this simple. Simply align the plates on either side of 

your receiver as shown in the quick-start instructions. Squeeze everything together and 

use the supplied bolts to hold them together. 

 

Figure 1 You can use extra drill bits to fit in the holes at the top to help align your jig correctly 
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Figure 2 Putting the jig and receiver upside down on a flat surface 
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Figure 3 Use a flat surface (like a FREEDOM book!) to butt up against the back end of 

the lower to help align it correctly 

After aligning things correctly, simply make sure that the supplied bolts are tightened 

down before moving to the next step ... 

Put the “milling adapter kit” on top of the jig with the 36 holes and attach it to the jig. 

Make sure it is centered (the bolts do this mostly, but use your allen wrench to tighten 

them down all the way, because if they are loose then it will wiggle around a bit and 

defeat the purpose of using the jig! I know this because I made this mistake lol) 
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Step 2: Spot drill the 36 holes with 1/8” drill bit 

Take your 1/8” drill bit and “Spot drill” the 36 holes as marked with your milling adapter 

kit and jig. This just means drill about 1/16” into the receiver (doesn’t have to be exact—

you’re just marking where you are going to drill next). 

 

After "marking" your holes, and taking off the adapter plate it'll look like this: 
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Then take the adapter kit off the top – and drill out your “spots” to a depth of 1.245”. 

(You remove the milling adapter kit part of the jig to drill these outs so that you don’t 

cause any un-needed damage to it and it will last longer).  
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This is a time-consuming step, but it’s important to go SLLOOWWWLY because you 

don’t want to mess up and you don’t want to break your drill bits.  

 

It helps to use a lubricant while drilling (WD40 works) and to remove the chips you are 

creating to prevent the bit from “walking” and hurting the bit.  

Also, I know this because I screwed it up! Make sure you drill all of your holes to the 

correct depth. Use your calipers to check the depth of the hole -- it's VERY important to 

drill to the correct depth. You don't want to go to far (and punch a hole through the 

bottom of your lower) but you definitely need to go to 1.245". It's important (I know this 

because I didn't drill deep enough with these holes the first time and it made the milling 

process extremely hard later!) 
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Step 3: Drill 14 holes with 3/8” drill bit 

This may be a little challenging because as you place the drill bit in between the smaller 

holes you’ve already drilled it will have a tendency to try and walk on you. Just take your 

time and have patience. 

Using the 3/8” drill bit drill the 14 holes indicated on your template to 1.245. If you skip 

a row of holes it can make it easier because then you’ll have more space for the tip of 

your drill bit and it will be easier to have pressure on both sides – so there’s less chance 

of it getting out of whack. 

In the detail picture below, you can see that I marked my holes with red marker -- and 

then the arrows  show you to drill every other two holes first (because of the reasons 

above): 
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Here's it starting ... 

 

Done with first run through of every other set of holes ... 
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NOTE: at this point, I went out and bought a milling vice because it was making it easier 

to hold the jig and lower and move it around. If you have the funds, get a milling vice, or 

borrow one -- it really makes it easier. 

Once you’re done with this step, you should start to see how the fire control pocket is 

taking shape –you’ve removed a lot of the material here already. (Close up of the drilling 

removing most of the aluminum below) 

 

Good job! 
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Step 4: Mill Fire Control Pocket 

This is the part where you use your drill press as a mill. Again, this is not what it is made 

for so it’s important to be careful here because the horizontal pressure you put on the 

milling bit can make it work lose and come off. You may want to check often that your 

drill press is doing ok. 

First, attach the milling adapter plate to the top. Put the 3/8” solid carbide end mill in the 

drill chuck and set the length to 1.900 from the bottom of the chuck to the bottom of the 

end mill. 

You’re going to drop the mill into the adapter and receiver and make sure there is at least 

0.250 length of shank touching the adapter (this is to make absolute sure you don’t 

accidentally MILL your adapter/jig and ruin it!) Again, make sure the cutting part of the 

mill isn’t touching your adapter. 

 

Turn it on once you have it in place and go clockwise in the pocket. Take SHALLOW 

cuts and go over it multiple times instead of trying to go too deep and messing it up! 
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Again, use WD40 to keep things lubricated and keep the chips off of things so you’re not 

re-cutting chips.  

Go down as deep as possible until your chuck is hitting the adapter plate (or almost). 

 

At a certain depth, you will have to remove the milling adapter plate because it will not 

allow you to go any deeper -- so take it off and use the upper layers that you've already 

used as your guide to keep milling: 
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Keep going until you've removed all the material in the fire control pocket ... 

Step 5: Drill 6 More Holes in shelf area of pocket with 1/8” bit 

Take you’re 1/8” bit and drill the 6 holes located on the back of the milling adapter plate 

– drill them to 0.625-0.630 deep. 
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You can use the same "spot drill" to mark your drill holes, then measure your bit for the 

correct depth.  

BIG TIP: use a bit of electrical tape on your drill bit  to mark the proper depth as shown 

in the picture below: 
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Step 6: Drill one 7/16" hole 

There is one hole that needs to be drilled with the 7/16" bit to 1.245": 
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Step 7: Drill 2 More Holes with the ½” drill bit 

Now you’re going to drill just 2 holes with the ½” drill bit to a depth of .625 as shown 

(note: we are creating the back shelf at this point, so note the new depth!). 
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Step 7B: Mill the junk left over in your fire control pocket: 

I had a bit of aluminum left over in the back of my fire control pocket, right next to the 

shelf we are creating, so I took the mill to that first, before going to the shelf ... 

 

Once that got cleaned out,  I moved to ... 
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Step 8: Mill The Shelf 

Now you’re going to take off the Milling Adapter Plate and attach the drilling plate (the 

one with 36 holes in it) and mill out the rear “Shelf” in the fire control pocket to a depth 

of 0.625-0.630 using the same process you have used thus far. 

 
Once you finish milling the shelf, you'll see that your receiver is taking shape! 
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Step 9: Cut Your Trigger Slot 

Take your trigger adapter plate and attach it to your Jig just like you did with your 

milling adapter plate. Add some WD40 and drill right through the receiver and you 

should now have 2 holes where the trigger slot should be.  

 

Now flip the trigger slot adapter plate so the slot in the plate is on the side close to the 

mag well – again use the same milling process here and attach your ¼” carbide endmill 

and drop it down into the fire control pocket. 
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Work the endmill down into the metal in steps—none deeper than 0.025”. Take the end 

mill in clockwise directions until you cut all the way through the receiver. 

Now you should have a nice whole for your trigger. 
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Step 10: Drill Fire Control Holes with 5/32” drill bit 

Take your 5/32” drill bit and drill the holes for the hammer and trigger pins as shown on 

your jig. Drill each side separately so you have more control over the process and to 

make sure they’re in the correct spot. 
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Step 11: Drill Safety Selector Hole with 3/8” drill bit 

Take the 3/8” drill bit and drill the safety selector hole using the same process as you 

used to drill your previous fire control holes in the last step. 
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Step 12: OPTIONAL – de-burr and smooth out holes 

If you have some rough edges on the outside of the receiver – the best way to take these 

off is to grab a bigger drill bit and just barely “tap” the holes to remove the excess burrs. 

Just lightly tap it once or twice until it looks good.  

Just use whatever size bit is a couple sizes bigger than the hole you previously drilled.  

You can also take a dremel tool with different size sanding drums and try to smooth out 

the inside of the fire control pocket if you like. I personally don’t care as this part of the 

receiver will never be seen and it should work fine with rough edges on the inside.  

 

Step 13: Test Fit 

This is the final step! You’ll need a full “lower parts kit” which will include your trigger, 

hammer, safety selector and pistol grip. Attach and install them all and see that they fit 

and function the way that they should.  

(Finishing your stripped receiver with the lower parts kit is covered in the next couple 

chapters) 

Quick tip: you may not want to install the pivot and take down pin detents until you apply 

whatever finish you’re going to give to the receiver because they can be hard to get out 

once you install them. 

Congrats you now have a “stripped” lower receiver – a completely private AR-15 “Gun”! 
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SHOULD YOU SERIALIZE YOUR LOWER? 

Now, the main benefit to building your own AR-15 from scratch is that there is no serial 

number on your rifle … there is no record of it “on the books” … and nobody but you 

will know that you have it. 

The fact that there are no markings or serial numbers on your weapon could also be a 

drawback as well … 

Consider these two possible reasons why you might want to serialize your lower: 

1. You are using your rifle at the range, or hunting with it and you encounter law 

enforcement. They become suspicious that you have no serial numbers on your 

weapon and they assume that you filed off the serial numbers like a criminal 

would to make your weapon untraceable!  

 

This is a serious offense and you could get in a lot of trouble. Many people would 

rather serialize their weapons themselves to avoid such a 

conversation/explanation. 

 

2. Your rifle is stolen, and you want to report it to the police – you will want to 

report the serial numbers, make and “manufacturer” along with any other 

distinguishing marks so they know it is yours – that you reported stolen – if it ends 

up somewhere it’s not supposed to be. 

For these reasons (and probably some more that you could think of) it might be a good 

idea to mark your lower receiver. 

This can also be a great way to add your own unique and personal artistic “touch” to the 

rifle. Some builders on the internet have taken to making beautiful custom designs on 

their rifles – which you can do as well. 

This could be especially cool if you intend to make the AR-15 that you built from scratch 

a family heirloom to pass onto your children—what a story that would be for them! 

What Should You Engrave On Your Lower? 

It is up to you, but here seem to be some popular choices: 
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Manufacture (this could be your name) 

City State  (if you feel like it) 

Model (AR-15 or whatever you wanna call your AR-15) 

Caliber  (Best to mark “Cal Multi” for “Multiple Calibers”) 

Serial # (most people online recommend something like your initials and a 

number—example: CL—0001.) 

NOTE: most sources suggest a max of 10-12 letters/numbers per line. 

Another cool idea I saw, was a guy put a quote from the second amendment on his 

lower—very patriotic! 

How Can You Do It? 

First, there are some people that you can send your 80% lower to and have them do it for 

you for a small fee. I know of one such person at VaderTactical.com whose prices seem 

very reasonable. 

Alternatively, if you know anyone in the laser etching industry—they might be able to 

help you out too. 

Then of course, there is the DIY method we all love  

Your own serial numbers can be made with a sharp etching tool such as small chisels and 

other methods. Depending on your skill level, you can do it this way. 

The other method is to etch your markings using electrical etching. This is a method that 

a lot of DIY knife makers like to rely on (as well as DIY 80% gun builders) to add 

designs and etching to their weapons and you can do it that way too. 

What Should You Coat Your Lower With? 

The last step, after you’ve made any markings on your lower that you want is to coat it to 

protect it from the elements and to make it look better. 

A common option is to anodize your lower with home anodizing kits. You can choose a 

variety of colors for this and because this is how most commercial lowers are finished—it 

will work great. 
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Another cheap and easy option is to just spray paint the dang thing!  

Any good tough coating/paint that will bond to aluminum would work in this case. Some 

“purists” might cringe at the suggestion, but there are many people that finish their AR-

15’s after building them with a “camouflage” colored paints – so it IS an option.  

At this point it is up to you whether you want to serialize your receiver and how you want 

to coat it.  
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HOW TO FINISH YOUR STRIPPED LOWER 

Ok, once you have your 80% lower turned into a real receiver—you are ready to finish it. 

At this stage it is the exact same as if you had bought a commercial “Stripped lower”. 

Recall that a stripped lower is simply the lower receiver with none of the parts inside it—

no fire control group, no nothing.  

You will need all the parts that go inside to make it function – these are titled “lower 

parts kits”. 

Where Can You Buy Them? 

A simple google search for “AR-15 lower parts kit” will reveal there are many places to 

buy them. Two companies are pretty popular for their kits – DPMS (Dpmsin.com) and 

CMMG (cmmginc.com).  

Also, these kits are carried in most every online gun store/resources websites such as 

brownells.com.  

If they are all sold out there – again you can go to an auction site like gunbroker.com and 

bid or buy them there from a private individual. This should be a very easy part of the 

build to source. 

What Else Do You Need? 

You will probably want to choose the buttstock and pistol grip that you like best at this 

point. 

You have the basic choices like the original M16A2 

buttstock that is not adjustable pictured to the right. 

If you’re into the “vintage” look – this is the one you 

want – it can look like a classic Vietnam era M16. 

Or another popular choice is the more recent 

telescoping stock that is adjustable, such as picture 

below: 
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Or you could go with aftermarket parts. The most popular buttstock and pistol grips are 

the ones by Magpul (Magpul.com). They also carry other popular accessories for your 

AR-15 such as hand guards, trigger guards (if your receiver doesn’t have one) and other 

accessories. 

Plus, their magazines are some of the most popular in the industry. 

Tutorials For Finishing Your Stripped Receiver 

It would be stupid for me to try and copy what has already been written about how to 

finish your stripped receiver when there are experienced gun builders online who have 

already done it (and they’re much more experienced and better at tutorials than I). 

Here is the classic build guide from AR15.com – a very resource full site: 

http://www.ar15.com/content/guides/assembly/lower/ 

And here is another excellent (and entertaining!) guide by the Truth About Guns (there is 

also a detailed 20-30 minute video located at the end!): 

http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2012/06/foghorn/ask-foghorn-assembling-an-ar-15-

lower-receiver-from-a-stripped-receiver/ 

 

  

http://www.ar15.com/content/guides/assembly/lower/
http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2012/06/foghorn/ask-foghorn-assembling-an-ar-15-lower-receiver-from-a-stripped-receiver/
http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2012/06/foghorn/ask-foghorn-assembling-an-ar-15-lower-receiver-from-a-stripped-receiver/
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WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED TO FINISH YOUR RIFLE? 

Once you have built your lower receiver with your lower parts kit and added your choice 

of pistol grip and buttstock you now have a complete lower. Congrats you are almost 

there! 

There isn’t much left to complete your rifle. Refer to the diagram below (you already 

have the receiver circled in red along with the pistol grip and buttstock at this point!): 

 

Now you just need …  The Bolt Carrier Assembly: 
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The Charging Handle Assembly: 

 

And the Upper Receiver and Barrel Assembly 

 

The Easiest Way To Get All The Parts You Need … 
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Just look for a complete upper receiver. Sometimes called a “Complete Upper Half”, it 

will be contain everything you need – the Barrel and upper receiver with the charging 

handle and bolt carrier assembly already installed. It looks something like the picture 

below: 

You can probably imagine how easy it is to then 

pop this onto your lower receiver and be good to 

go. Just line up the upper holes with the lower 

pins, push the pins in and you're all done. This 

takes about 15 seconds. Then your rifle is ready 

to shoot -- It’s a relatively simple process and 

easy to do.  

Of course if you would like to build a totally 

custom rifle with all hand-selected parts – then you are more than welcome to do that but 

that topic is beyond the scope of this book   
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ENJOY YOUR RIFLE! 

Congratulations Patriot! 

You now have your own AR-15 that is completely “off the books” and just the way it 

should be – PRIVATE  

I hope you enjoyed this guide and I sincerely pray that it helps you reclaim your privacy, 

safeguard your freedom, and empowers your Second Amendment Rights! 

Speaking of the Second Amendment … 

A Suggestion … 

You may not think it, but your voice counts! 

If you care at all about your rights, your freedoms, and fighting the anti-gun criminals in 

Washington – then you need to step up and join the fight … 

I would encourage you to join the NRA – the National Rifle Association if you haven’t 

already. They’re not perfect but they’re one of the biggest pro-gun lobbyists in 

Washington and are friends of us Patriots and the Second Amendment. More information 

can be found at: home.nra.org/. 

I would also encourage you to join the Gun Owners of America (GOA) at 

gunowners.org/. They are also an excellent organization. The highest praise I can give 

them is from a Patriot I truly respect: “The only no-compromise gun lobby in 

Washington” – Ron Paul. 

Another excellent group that I recently joined – and support monetarily – is the National 

Association for Gun Rights (NAGR) -- www.nationalgunrights.org/. 

In addition, I encourage you to join whatever LOCAL groups there may be available to 

you – to get involved at the LOCAL level – as much headway can be made here for gun 

rights and your voice is sure to be heard. 

Myself, I’m a member of the Virginia Citizens Defense League (VCDL) at VCDL.org. 

They are a grassroots organization. I believe this same organization model is in many 
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other states and I would encourage you to find the one nearest you and to join it (just 

Google “INSERT YOUR STATE + citizens defense league”). 

Once you join these organizations – make sure you use your best email – and then they 

will alert you when there is anti-gun legislation coming up for votes at the local or federal 

level and you can respond with other Second Amendment supporters to encourage your 

representatives to fight these freedom robbing laws! 

It truly is up to us! 

At no time in history (primarily because of the wonder of the internet!) has it been easier 

to get information on what the Government is doing behind closed doors … to be notified 

almost immediately when freedom-stealing legislation is going to pass … and … to fight 

back so that the PEOPLE have a say in Washington! 

If we all give up or think our voices won’t matter – then it is a self-fulfilling prophecy 

and nothing will change. 

But if we all let our voices be heard—then we can at best change the direction of the 

Nation for our future, our children’s future and future generations … 

… And at worst – we can delay the power hungry politicians from taking away our 

freedoms one small bite at a time. 

If you consider yourself a Patriot I encourage you to fight for the former! 

All my best, 

Caleb  

 


